Finding your favourite fish

- Keeping fish is fun and informative
- Never buy fish on a whim
- Tropical freshwater fish are best for beginners
- Marine fish like regal tangs and clownfish need experience to keep successfully

Fantastic tropical freshwater fish for your first tank

- Guppies: small but fabulously flamboyant
- Tetras: fish with a go-faster stripe
- Siamese fighting fish: the piscine version of a peacock! (but keep males strictly single)
- White cloud mountain minnow: hardy & easy to keep
- Mollies: deep black, bright yellow & even dalmatian spotted

Do you want to start your own fish tank?

- Do plenty of research – never buy fish on a whim
- Be prepared to wait – setting up a tank takes time
- Talk to a specialist retailer – there’s lots of fun stuff to learn
- Go big – bigger tanks help with better water quality

Watch our Keeping Fish Successfully video
www.youtube.com/ornamentalfish